1. Which famous document starts with „When in the course of human events…‟? Declaration of
Independence
2. Which single name is applied to Holy Roman Emperor Charles the Great? Charlemagne
3. In "Of Mice and Men", George promised Lenny they would own their own farm and Lenny
could have his own animals to tend to. What animal did Lenny want the most? Rabbits
4. Dover is the capital of which state? Delaware
5. In the Movie, Stand and Deliver (based on a true story), Mr. Escalante (the teacher) helps his
students achieve amazing success in which subject? Math
6. What is the unit of measurement used to measure the height of horse? Hands (1 Hand is equal
to 4 inches)
7. Which is the world‟s first national park? Yellowstone National Park, USA
8. In "The Scarlet Letter", what letter was Hester Prynne assigned to wear as a result of her
infidelity? A
9. Which element was discovered by the French chemists Marie Curie and Pierre Curie? Radium
10. What 80‟s High School movie is the phrase, “Neo-Maxie-Zoomdweebie” from? The Breakfast
Club
11. The phrase, “Please excuse my dear, Aunt Sally” is often used to help students remember
what? The Order of Operations in Long Division
12. True or False: When the Apollo 12 astronauts landed on the moon, the impact caused the
moon's surface to create a new crater thirteen feet across. False
13. True or False: Mosquitoes have teeth. True
14. The article of clothing that a wrestler wears is called what? Singlet
15. In “Billy Madison,” how long did Adam Sandler have to pass each grade he had to repeat? 2
Weeks
16. An implied reference in literature is an allegory, allusion, or antagonist? Allusion
17. The symbol Na is the symbol for what element on the periodic table? Sodium
18. In what year did the Mayflower Pilgrims establish Plymouth Colony on Cape Cod? 1620
19. Identify the Latin phrase Robin Williams used to encourage his students when he played an
English teacher in the movie “Dead Poet‟s Society”. Carpe Diem
20. Which planet appears vivid bright blue; its largest moon is Triton. Neptune
21. In "The Great Gatsby", what is the name of Nick Carraway's cousin, who also happens to be
the object of Jay Gatsby's affection? Daisy Buchanan
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